Please return the space to the condition in which you found it.

Please double-check with the house manager (if present) or coffee bar staff that the layout is satisfactory before leaving.

- Ottomans (3)
- Sidetables (2)
- Stools (4)
- Large tables (10)
- Tall red tables (4)
- Small tables (4)
- Tall table (1)
- Chairs/Chair stacks (7)
- Couches (4 pink, 4 orange)
- Lovesets (1 orange, 2 green)
- Chairs (2 purple, 2 pink)
- Lounge couches (2 purple, 1 green)
- Lounge chair (1 red)

*Main 6 tables get 3 chairs each
All other tables get 2 each
Tables for bench get no chairs

*Chair stacks may NOT block the fire doors in any way